Videoconferencing

This is a multi-touch interactive module made using a video call with the Histragram Meet application. It can be hetero- or homosocial: in a group conversation (with a maximum of 50). During a video conference, it is essential to share documents with other people during the conversation. The person who creates the conversation becomes its owner and invites the participant. It also allows the video channel to be disabled so that it becomes a voice only conversation.

Video conferences foster interaction, increase the sensation of proximity and help develop teamwork abilities, conversation skills and negotiation skills among students.

Tools involved:

Things that we do can be classified into different formats:

Conversations linked to co-operative learning activities or to a dynamic that involves a conversation must always have an identified or assigned person responsible for the conversation. The person responsible for the conversation is the person who directs and supervises the conversation. It is the person who creates it or is invited to it.

Conversations cannot be held indiscriminately. Neither teachers nor students can make calls directly or spontaneously to other participants, sharing resources for using G Suite in the workplace.

Conversations linked to co-operative learning activities or to a dynamic that involves a conversation must always have an identified or assigned person responsible for the conversation. The person responsible for the conversation is the person who creates it or is invited to it.

Conversations linked to co-operative learning activities or to a dynamic that involves a conversation must always have an identified or assigned person responsible for the conversation. The person responsible for the conversation is the person who creates it or is invited to it.

Other uses it can be combined with

More information

Time planning and advice
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